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Ethan thE BravE prEsEntation

Skool Aid’s Ethan the Brave presentation is led by wheelchair basketball coach and athlete, Jacob 
Counts, and disabilities rights advocate, Ian Smith. During the presentation students view the short 
film, Ethan the Brave, then participate in a group discussion led by Ian and Jake. The culminating 
activity of the presentation is a collaborative art project: students and presenters thoughtfully design 
and create a “Welcome Wall” with the intent of welcoming students of all abilities, through acceptance 
and appreciation, to their school. Extension learning activities will follow to help students synthesize 
their new understandings. This workshop helps students develop critical life-skills including emotional 
intelligence, problem-solving, and empathy.

The film, Ethan the Brave, features an 8-year-old Ethan, who describes what it is like to experience 
a disability as a student, and some of the challenges he faces as well as his many capabilities, wishes, 
and hopes. Several local Cincinnati artists, many of whom experience disabilities, created the artwork 
for the short film. These artists meet at Thunder-Sky, an art studio and gallery that encourages and 
inspires unconventional artists and those who collaborate with them. The film helps students build 
understanding, empathy, connections, and motivation in activism.

After students view the film, a group discussion is led by the presenters. Topics for discussion 
include:

1. What did you notice about the art and color in the film?
2. Which parts of the film caused you to feel a strong emotion? Why?
3. Which parts of the film did you not like? Did any parts of the film confuse you?
4. What feelings did Ethan talk about in the film?
5. Have you ever had feelings like Ethan has?
6. Does anyone think Ethan shows strength and 

determination? If so, why?
7. What was one thing you or other students could learn 

from Ethan?
8. How should Ethan, or other students with different 

abilities, be treated at school?

To help students synthesize their realizations, the 
workshop concludes with the creation of a “Welcome Wall” 
that the students get to keep. The “Welcome Wall” is a 
poster on which the presenters use words and visuals to 
express the ideas the students have for how they would 
make Ethan feel comfortable if he were a new student at 
their school. Once the “Welcome Wall” is completed, the 
presenters will help the students make the connection 
that the things that might make Ethan feel welcome would 
make us all feel welcome, and that even though we all have 
different abilities, we all want to be treated kindly and with 
respect. 
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information aBout Ethan thE BravE

1. Ethan the Brave is written by Sara Bitter, a Cincinnati native and candidate for Ohio State Senate. 
The artwork was created by several Cincinnati artists, many of whom experience disabilities. 

2. The medium of the artworks contained in the short film include pen and ink, watercolor, and acrylic 
painting.

3. What to look for: How artwork and color themes convey Ethan’s emotions. 
4. What to listen for: How music conveys Ethan’s emotions. Closing credits music is performed by 

Common Center, a Cincinnati-based band.
5. The Ethan Presentation is socially and culturally significant because it reflects our changing view of 

people experiencing disability, and accepting and celebrating everyone’s differences.

ExtEnsion LEarning activitiEs

“Ethan and You” art projEct
1. Students pick an example from the “Welcome Wall” and infer how the example would help Ethan 

feel welcome.
2. Students decide which artistic version of Ethan was their favorite from the film. Was it pen and ink 

Ethan, watercolor Ethan, or acrylic Ethan? Why? Ask students: if they were to create their own 
version of Ethan, what medium would they use?

3. Students create a picture on paper of themselves and Ethan, depicting the example from the 
“Welcome Wall.”
a. Instructors will provide a wide range of age-appropriate mediums like pens, pencils, crayons, 

markers, colored pencils, watercolor, and tempera paint for students to utilize.
b. Instructors will encourage students to consider and depict what emotions the characters in their 

artwork feel. Are they happy, excited, sad or nervous?
4. Once the project is completed the student’s art can be hung surrounding the “Welcome Wall” as a 

reminder to students to treat each other the way they would like to be treated.

post-Workshop discussion QuEstions/ 
Writing prompts

1. If you got to meet Ethan what would you want to ask him? What would you want to tell him about 
yourself?

2. In the film, Ethan describes how his differences make him who he is and that he likes being himself. 
Can you think of some differences you might have? How do those differences make you a unique 
person?


